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Abstract

Severs] significant accomplishments were made during the present reporting period.

An investigation of the influence of stratospheric aerosol on the perfor-

mance of the atmospheric correction algorithm is nearly complete. The

results indicate how the performance of the s]gorithm is degraded if the

stratospheric serosol is ignored. Use of the MODIS 1380 nm band to effect

a correction for stratospheric aerosols _vas also studied. Simple algorithms

s_ch as subtracting the reflectance at 1380 nm from the visible and near in-

frared bands can significantly reduce the error; however, only if the diffuse

transmittance of the aerosol layer is taken into account.

The atmospheric correction code has been modified for use with absorb-

ing aerosols. Tests of the code showed that, in contrast to nonabsorbing

aerosols, the retrievals were strongly influenced by the vertical structure

of the aerosol, even when the candidate aerosol set was restricted to a

set appropriate to the absorbing aerosol. This will further complicate the

problem of atmospheric correction in an atmosphere with strongly absorb-

ing aerosols.

• Our whitecap radiometer system and solar aureole camera were both tested

at sea and performed well.

Investigation of a technique to remove the effects of residus] instrument po-

larisation sensitivity were initiated and applied to an instrument possessing

_- 3-4 times the polarization sensitivity expected for MODIS. Prel/minary

results suggest that for such an instrument, elimination of the polarization

effect is possible at the required level of accuracy by estimating the polar-

isation of the top-of-atmosphere radiance to be that expected for a pure

llayleigh scattering atmosphere. This may be of significance for design of
a follow-on MODIS instrument.

W.M. BS]ch participated on two month-long cruises to the Arabian sea,

measuring coccolithophore abundance, production, snd optics] properties.

A thorough understanding of the relationship between calcite abundance

and light scatter, in situ, will provide the basis for s generic suspended

calcite algorithm.
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1. Atmospheric Correction Algorithm DevelopmenL

a. Task Objectives-

During CY 1995 there are fiw, objectives under this task:

(i) Invmtigate the effects of stratospheric aerosol and/or cirrus clouds on the performance of

the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(il) Complete a multilayer Monte Carlo simulation code that includes the effects of aerosol

and molecular scattering polarization (a vector radiative transfer code) and sea surface roughness.

(ill) Inwstigste the effects of ignoring the polarisation of the atmospheric light field on the

performance of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(iv) Investigate the effects of vertical structure in the aerosol concentration and type on the

behavior of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm.

(v) Begin _ deta_,ed investigation of the performance of the correction algorithm in atmo-

spheres with strongly absorbing aerosols.

b. Work Accomplished:

(i) Considerable progress was made regarding the influence of stratospheric aerosols on atmo-

spheric correction, and the possibility of using the 1380 nm MODIS band for removing their effects.

A new report covering the present status of this work is attached as Appendix 1. This supercedes

that attached to the last Semi-Annual P,z,port. Basically, it was folmd that including the one-way

diffuse transmittance of the stratospheric serosol made a considerable improvement in using the

1380 nm band for removal of stratospheric effects.

(ii) We have completed development and validation of a mttltilayer Monte Carlo code radiative

transfer code that includes p(_laris&tion and reported on its performance in the last Semi-Annual

Iteport.
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(iU) Using the Monte Carlo simulation code in (il) abo_,e, we started a study of the error in the

atmospheric correction algorithm caused by ignoring polarisation. The results were described in _he

last Semi-Annual P,_'port. As the effects of ignoring polarization appeared to be small compared

to other problems, we postponed this aspect of our work in favor of concentrating on vertical

structure and absorbing aerosols using the much-faster two-layer and three-layer scalar radiative

transfer codes.

(iv) As described in (iii), we decided to utilize our simpler and faster two layer and three-layer

scalar radiative transfer co,_es to begin an examination of the effects of vertical structure. The goal

was to explore the range of the effect to determine which aspect on which to focus the work to be

carried out with the more complete but much slower code. This proved very fruitful.

Briefly, the reflectance of the atmosphere in the single-scattering approx/mq.tion is independent

of the manner in wh;:_ the aerosol is distributed with altitude. However, this independence does
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Fisure I. Effect of the vertical distribution of aeroeol on

A[p,(443)]N as • function of the sol_r senith angJe,0o, at the

edge of the scan for the TS0 _nd b(80 aeroeol models with

_'i(865) = 0.2. Note that the correction e/|orithm mumes

that the "Two-layer" stratification is correct.

not extend to a multiple-scattering atmosphere. As the multiple-scattering atmospheric correction

algorithm assumes that the aerosol is all located in the bottom layer of a two-layer atmosphere, it
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is important to understand the effect of aerosol vertical structure on the correction algorithm.

has been studied by comparing the error in the algorithm when pseudo data are simulated using

the "correct" two-layer model with the error when the l, seudo data are simulated using a model in

which the aerosol and molecular number densities have an altitude-independent mixing ratio, i.e., a

uniformly mixed model. Figure I provides such a comparison for the M80 and T80 aerosol models

with 1",(865) = 0.2. (UM80", "TS0", and the "U" models used below refer to the b"hetffe and Fenn

[1979] Maritime and Tropospheric models at 80% relative h,:Lmidity, and their Urban models at the

indicated relative humidity, respectively.) _[p(443)]lv is the error in the water-leaving reflectance

at 443 nm. The goal of atmospheric correction is that the magnitude of L_(443)]_v be less than

0.002. As these two vertical structures represent the extreme limits that might be found in nature,

we conclude that the effect of an incorrect assumption regarding the vertical structure will not

lead to serious errors in this case. However, as we shall see in (v), when the aerosol is strongly

absorbing, the effects of vertical structure are very large.

(v) We have started a systematic study of the effects of absorbing aerosols on the performance

of the atmospheric correction algorithm. Recall that that the algorithm as presently configured uses

a set of 12 candidate aerosol modeh based on the work of Shettle and Fenn [1979]. These models

range _om nonabsorbing to weakly-absorbing aerosols. However, the presence of strongly absorbing

aerosols, such as urban pollution carried by the winds over the Middle Atlantic Bight in summer,

or Saharan dust transported over the Tropical North Atlantic, the algorithm does not perform

well. Figure 2a compares the performance of the algorithm when the pseudo data is generated by

the MS0, C80, T80, and U80 aerosol models. In the figure, e(')(765,865) is the estimated value

of the aerosol reflectance ratio between 765 and 865 nm. It is fundamental to the operation of

the atmospheric correction algorithm [Gordon and Wang, 1994]; however, it is unnecessary for the

purposes of this discussion, and the reader should focus on A[p(443)]jv. The first three models are

4
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similar, but not identical to, members of the candidate aerosol set. For these, the correction is
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Figure 2a. A[pw(443)]jv u a function of
c(')(765, S65) for _'.(S65) : 0.2 _nd all of the
viewing geometries examined in the study, using
the multiple-scattering algorithm.
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Figure 2b. _[pm(443)]N u a function of _'.(865)

for the US0 model, when the candidate aerosol

models in the multiple-scattering algorithm are

restricted to US0, UT0, ug0, and U99.

excellent. In contrast, the correction of the US0 model is very poor. The poor performance is due

to the fact that the presence of strong absorption significantly alters the magnitude of the multiple

scattering effects from that expected for the nonabsorbing or weakly-absorbing aerosols. Thus,

strongly absorbing aerosols must be included in the candidate aerosol set. To test the ei_cacy of

this, we made a set of multiple scattering lookup tables based on four candidate models U50, UT0,

U90, and U99. The results of the correction algorithm using these candidates are presented in

Figure 2b. Note that the maximum error in Figure 2b is only twice the minimum error in Figure

2a. Unfortunately, if the strongly- and weakly-absorbing candidate aerosol model,_ are m/xed, the

algorithm fails because it is impossible to directly determine whether or not the aerosols in an

image are strongly absorbing. Thus, it appears that it is necessary to develop sets of candidate

models based on a climatology of aerosol properties.

Using this restricted set of candidate models, we have also investigated the effect of vertical
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structure of the aerosol. These results are presented in Figure 3. Fii_ure 3s provides the two-layer
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Pigure 3b. E_'ect of the verticil distribution of
• eroeol on A_w(443)]N as • function of _ at the
edge of the scan for the US0 aerosol mode_ with
1-.(80S) = 0.2. Curves from top _ bot_m Her
to mtu•tions in which the aerosol _- confined
• lJyer just •boys the sumacs, between the sur-
f6ce and 1, 2, 4, and 4 kin, and umforndy mired
throughout the atmosphere.

versus uniformly mixed cases for the Urban models with _,(865) = 0.2. In this case the candidate

aerosol models were restricted to US0, UT0, Ug0, _nd U99, as in the results for Figure 2b. For the

US0 case, the error becomes excessive, increasing by over an order of mag_tude compared to the

two-]&yer case. More disturbing is the performance of the U70 aerosol model. U70 is actually one

of the candidate aerosol models in this case. When the vertical structure is the same as assumed

by the algorithm , the error is negligible. In contrast, when the incorrect structure is assumed, the

error becomes very large.

As we have examined only an extreme deviation from that assumed by the correction algorithm,

it is of interest to quantify how the correction algorithm performs ss the aerosol layer thickens From

bean K conllned just near the surface to being mixed higher in the atmosphere. Thus, the top-of-

atmosphere reflectance was sir,_ulated using a two layer model with aerosol p/u• Rsyleigh scattering

in the lower layer and on/y Rsyleigh scstterinl_ in the upper layer. The friction of the Riylelsh

scattering optical thickness assigned to the lower l&yer was consistent with aerosol-layer thickness

of 0, I km, 2 km, 4 kin, 6 kin, sad c¢. The aerosol model used in the simulations was U80, sad

6
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_',(865) was kept constant at 0.2. The multiple-scattering algorithm was then operated with this

pseudo data using US0, UT0, U90, and U99 as candidate models. The results of this exercise are

provided in Figure 3b. Clearly, progressive thickening of the layer in which the aerosol resides leads

to a progressive increase in the error in the retrieved water-leaving reflectance. The figure suggest

that it would be necessary to know the layer thickness to within 4-1 kin, as well as to use the proper

candi_.-',te model set in order to provide a correction with the desired accuracy.

This influence of vertical structure on the algorithm when the aerosol is strongly absorbing is

easy to understand. The algorithm assumes all of the aerosol resides in a thin layer beneath the

molecular scattering layer. As the aerosol layer thickens and encompasses more and more of the

moleculax scattering layer, the amount of Rayleigh scattering within the aerosol layer will increase

causing an increase in the average path length of photons through the layer, and a concomitant

increase in absorption. Thus, for a given _-o, the top-of-atmosphere reflectance, p_, will decrease

as the thickness of the aerosol layer increases. Since the R_yleigh scattering component of the

reflectance, p, ... )_-4 this decrease will be relatively more in the visible than in the NIR, and the

algorithm will incorrectly assess the aerosol contribution.

Finally, we have began examining the MODIS SWIft bands as a means for detecting the

presence of strongly absorbing aerosols, mainly dust transported by the winds to the marine envi-

ronment from desert areas, e.g., Saharan dust. At present there is no way to effect this; however,

computations using Mie scat*.ering suggest that MODIS observations of pt(_) for A > 865 nm,

may be useful in this regard. Figure 4 compares the e(_, 865) for Haze C distributions (standard

Junge power-law distributions, with number density oc diameter -_) of nonabsorbing (liquid wa-

ter) and absorbing (minerals transported over the oceans with the index of refraction taken from

d'Almeida, Koeplce and Shettle [1991]) aerosol particles. Also included on Figure 4 are computa-

tions for a log-normal distribution suggested in d'Almeida, Koepke and Shettle [1991] for minerals

transported over large distances to the marine environment. In the figure, e(_, 865) is the ratio of

the single-scattered aerosol reflectance at a wavelength _ to that at 865 nm. It is a key parameter

in the atmospheric correction algorithm. In contrast to nonabsorbing aerosols, the mineral aerosol

shows s signiflca 'ecrease in e(_, 865) for )t > 1.26/_n over that extrapolated from the observed
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e(765,865) and e(1260, 865). This behavior of e(A, 865) is apparently due to the rapid decrease in

the real part of the mineral refractive index beyond 1260 nm. Notwithstanding the perils of usin 8

}Hie theory to predict the large-anKle scatterinK for irresmlarly shaped particles [M/_chenko and

Tram_, 1994; MIgnai and Wiscombe, 1989] these computations suggest that it may be reasonable

to try to use the short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands on MODIS to differentiate between some types

of absorbin K and nonabsorbing aerosols.

c. Data/Analysis/Interpretation: See item b above.

d. Anticipated r,,,ure Actions:

(i) We expect to finish this work in the next quarter and submit a paper to Applied O_tics.

(il) None. This task is now complete.

(Ui) We will continue work on the effect of polarisstion on 6tmo_pheric correction.

(iv) We will continue work on the vertical structure problem, particularly for absorbing

aerosols. Usin s more realistic vertical structures, we will try to estimate the accuracy with which

the vertical structure is required to effect an acceptable atmospheric correction.

8
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(v) We win continue investigating the pouibility of utilising the MODIS SWI]_ bands to

differentiate between weakly- _nd stron_y-absorbin8 aerosols° Not only is this important for the

purpose of improving atmospheric correction, but a_o important for po_ibly providing a mmu_

for identifying imagery for which the quality of the atmospheric correction may be de_rsded, i.e.,

for quality assurance. However, much of the work on absorbing serosols will be directed toward

the vertical structure problem discussed under (iv).

Additional tasks for CY96. The basic correction algorithm yields the product of the

diffuse transmittance t and the water-leaving reflectance Pw. However, t depends on the angular

distribution of p_,. If pw were uniform, t would be easy to _ompute, and this approximation has

always been employed in the past. In a series of papers Morel and Gentill [Morel and C,entili,

1991; Morel and Gentili, 1993] studied theoretically the bidirectional effects _, a function of the

sun-viewing geometry and the pigment concentration. Their simulat;or, s suggest that, although

the bidirectional effects nearly cancel in the estimation of the pigment concentration using radiance

ratios, p, can depend significantly on the solar and viewing angles. (Our major task number 3,

a study of the in-water radiance distribution, experimentally addresses this problem.) We have

initiated a study to understand the effect of bidirectional effects on the diffuse transmittance. This

will be an area of intense work during CY 96.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions:

(i) None.

(ii) None.

(Hi) None.

(iv) None.

(v) None.

L Publicationss
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H.R. Gordon, Atmospheric Correction of Ocean Color Imagery in the Earth Observing System

Era, Submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, Atmospheres.

2. Whitecap Correction Algorithm (with K.J. Vow).

a. Task Objectives:

As deso.dbed in earlier reports, a whitecap radiometer system has been built and tested to

provide a database for the development and validation of the whitecap correction algorithm. The

database includes spectral information as well as variables associated with the formation and oc-

currence of whitecaps such a_qwind speed, air/sea temperature, and global position.

b. Work Accomplished:

Construction, integration and calibration of the whitecap radiometer, deck cell and meteorology

package has been completed. The complete system was initiMly tested on two one-day cruises

loca_y in Florida waters. Although whitecaps were scarce the system simultaneously acquired the

full suite of data as expected: 6 channels downwelling irradiance and upwelling radiance, alr/water

temperature, wind speed and direction, GPS data and UTC time. In addition, a color TV video

camera mounted beside the radiometer head relayed and recorded the water, waves and whitecaps

passing below. The video image was time and date stamped whenever the radiometer and the rest

of the system acquired data. This provided a frame by frame reference for subsequent analysis.

In the second halfof October the system was deployedon the RV McGaw fora 14-day cruise

offthe coastof Southern California.Weather conditionswere primarilycalm with diffuseovercast

days -- not the best for whitecap formation. However, data was taken of foam generatedby the

ship'swake as itmoved from teststationto teststation.The radiometer was mounted in different

positionsover the sideof the shipprovidinga data base forradiometer performance and analysis

of differentstagesoffoam development.

In early November the whitecap system was deployed on the RV Moans Wave for a 5-day

cruise off the coast of the Hawaiian island of Lanai. Higher wind speeds were encountered early in

10 I
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the morning and late in the evening, with some sporadic ud short lived periods during the day.

All in all, not many whitecaps were observed by the system to generate a good statistics[ database

to correlate fractions[ coverage with wind speed or a_r/wster temperature. This was probably due

to our close proximity to the island during the cruise which most llkely caused the variable and

short-]J red winds as well as sheltering effects.

c. Data/ Analysls /Interpretatlon:

As stated above, spectra] reflectance of foam obtained by observation of the ship's wake as it

moved from test station to test station w,u, scquLred and an example of the data is shown in Figure

5. Aulpmented reflectance in Figure 5 is defined as the tots[ measured reflectance minus the water
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Figure 5. Spectra] reflectance of a ship wa_e.

and sky reflectance, i.e., the reflectaace of the foam and submerged bubbles. The magnitude of the

auipnented reflectance vaxies due to variations in the pMsing foam from submerged bubbles to thick

surfsce foam layers. In this example, the radiometer primarily observed thick surface foam layers.

The numbers on the right of the graph indicate the number of data points averaged within a certain

interval of wsvebsnd 6 reflectance values. Wavebsnds 1 through 6 correspond to wavelengths 410,

I!
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440,510,550,670and 860nm respectively.The waterreflectance(includingsky reflectance)that

hasbeensubtracted is indicated by the dash-dot line.

Interesting features to note are: (i) the consistency of the spectral shape for differing reflectance

values, (ii) the drop off in bands 1 and 2, (iii) some foam reflectance wlues approaching 70% in

bands 3 and 4. The drop off in bands in 5 and 6 are understood to be due the absorption of water

at those wavelengths and should drop off more quickly when observing submerged bubbles sad

foam [$chwindling, 1995]. The drop off in bands 1 and 2 could be due to the absorption of yellow

substance and has yet to be confirmed. The mean reflectance value of foam from this data set

approaches 60% in bands 3 and 4, and is in agreement with those values found in the literature

[Stabeno and Monahan, 1986]. However, reflectance vaJues as high as 70% have been measured.

In the next example (Figure 6) data from a naturally occurring whitecap.are provided. The

Wh, l_..ap - file "Gaw1101595"
0.25 , , , ,

o.2 ! i i !

. . o :

o.ls i i :. i

01m'""_'_. I. _LJ, ----i. _ ' _ ' --' J- "

2735 2740 2745 2750 2755 2760 2765
Saml:_eno. (time)

i t

ioo 
Waveband

Figure 6. Spectra] reflectance of s whitecap.

upper panel in Figure 6 is a continuous record of reflectance versus sample number (time). A

whitecap occurs at sample points 2752 to 2754. The augmented reflectance values for the individual

12
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wavebandr are in the lower panel for sample points 2751 through 2755. The mAY;mum reflectance

value for the whitecap occurred between sample points 2753 and 2754, and was not acquired by

the radiometer. The spectral shape of sample points 2752 and 2753 is consistent with the spectral

shape of foam found from ship wake data. Sample point 2754 drops sharply at wavebsnd 4. This

sample point observes mainly residual (streaky) foam from the disintegrating whitecap and is most

likely due to observation by that spectral channel of a slightly different area than that of the other

channels.

d. Anticipated Future Actions:

In order to enhance the database to correlate fractional whitecap coverage with wind speed and

mr/water temperature, the video _ge (having a greater field of view than the radiometer) can

be digitized so that the quantity of white foam p_xe]s in every n th video fram_ can be calculated.

Calculating the ratio of white foam pixels to total pixels in every n th video frame, nver a sufficient

number of video frame images acquired under the same wind speed, air/water temperature should

provide a sufficient database to relate the whitecap coverage to wind speed, etc. This requires the

procurement of a video frame grabber and software designed to analyse existing and future data,

and we will be investigating this in the next period. Additional _ea data will also be acqu/red, and

we will be arranging cruises in appropriate locations.

e. Problems/Correctlve Actions- None.

3. In-water Radlanco Distribution (with K.J. Voss).

a. Task Objectives:

The main objective in this task is to obtain upwel]L_ radiance distribution data at sea for

a variety of solar zenith angles to understand how the water-leaving radiance varies with viewing

angle and sun angle.

b. Work accomplished:

13
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We used the RADS [You, 1989] instrument during the previously mentioned October cru/se in

Hawaii. The system had been ausmented with polarisers to acquire the in-water polarised radiance

distribution. During this cruise the system had a 8roundi_ problem and did not work, however

we brought the instrument out for a short check out during another cruise in December and the

instrument worked properly.

e. Data/Analysls/Interpretation: none

d. Anticipated future actions:

We will be looking for another opportunity to acquire data at sea as soon as possible. This will

probably be another cruise with Dennis Clark in the Spring, or another short cruise off of Miami

during this period.

e. Problems/Corrective actions: None.

f. Publications:

A. Morel, K.J. Voss, B. Gentili_ Bidirectional reflectance of oceanic waters: A comparison of

modeled and measured upward radiance fields, Journa/of Geophymcai Research, 100C, 13,143-

13,150 (1995).

4. Residual Instrument Polarization.

a. Task Objectives:

The basic question here is: if the MODIS responds to the state of polarization state of the

incident radiance, given the polarisation-sensitivity characteristics of the tensor, how much will

this degrade the performance of the algorithm for atmospheric correction? Now that we have the

capability of computing fie polarization state of the top-of-atmosphere radiance, we shall begin to

,tudy this question. We will examine the visible sensors on MSX, which will probably be the first

in-space instrument that can provide MODlS-like data. This ins_,rument has sre&ter polarisation

sensitivity than is anticipated for MODIS, so it should provide an excdlent test ofonr n_thodolosy.

14
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b. Work Accompllshed:

We have developed a formalism [Gordon, 1988] which provides the framework for removal of in-

strumental polarisation-sensitivity effects. The difficulty with removing the polarization sensitivity

error is that the polarisation properties of the radiance backscattered by the aerosol are unknown.

Although the details of the correction process have yet to determined, simulations of this effect for

an instrument possessing ,_ 3-4 times the polarization sensitivity expected for MODIS are presently

bein K carried out. Preliminary results sul_est that elimination of the polarisation effect is possible

at the required level of accuracy by estimating the polarization of the top-of-atmosphere radiance

to be that expected for a pure RayleiKh scattering atmosphere.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretatlon,

See b above.

d. Anticipated Future Actions.

We will apply our techniques to MODIS.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None

f. Publications: None.

5. Direct Sun Glint Correction.

a. Task Objectives: None.

6. Prelaunch Atmospheric correction validation (with K.J. Volta).

a. Task Objectives:

The long-term objectives of thistuk are two-fold. First, we need to study the aerosol phase

/_Jnetion s:_d its spectral variation in order to verify the applicability of the aeroml mode]J used

in the atmospheric correction algorithm. Effecting this requires obtaining long term time series
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of the aerosol optics/properties in typical maritime environments. This will be achieved using a

CIMEL sun/sky radiometer that can be operated in a remote environment and send data back to

the laboratory via a satellite link. These are similar the radiometers used by B. Holben and Y.

Kaufman. Second, we must be able to measure the aerosol optical properties from a ship during

the initialisation/calibration/validation cruises. The CIMEL-type instrumentation cannot be used

(due to the motion of the ship) for this purpose. The required instrumentation consists of an all-sky

camera (which can measure the entire sky radiance, with the exception of the solar aureole region,

from a moving ship), an aureole camera (specifically designed for ship use) and a hand-held sun

photometer. We have a suitable sky camera and sun photometer and had to construct an aureole

camera. Our objective for this calendar year was (1) to assemble, characterise, and calibrate the

solar aureole camera system, (2) to develop data acquisition software, and (3) to test the system.

A second objective was to acquire a CIMEL Automatic Sun TracJdng Photometer, calibrate it, and

deploy it in a suitable location for studying the optical properties of aerosols over the ocean.

b. Work Accomplished:

We have constructed the solar aureole camera system, tested the system in the lab, and during

October tested the instrument on s short cruise off Hawaii. The instrument worked fairly well in

the Hawaii test, where several sample data sets with both the aureole camera and sky radiance

distribution camera sysSem were obtained. While preliminary data reduction has shown that the

instrument performed well, there were two areas which needed improvement. Specifically, both the

data acquisition triggering of the individual frames, and the filter changing, need to be improved.

The CIMEL instrmnent was sent to B. Holbren (NASA/GSFC) to be calibrated in comparison

with his other instruments before being sent in the field. Several problems were found with the

instrument, so this process took much longer than expected. At present we still hope to have a

CD,/EL installed in the Dry Tortugas before the end of the quarter, but ff not it will be installed

soon after the beginning of the new quarter.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretat|om None.
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d. Anticipated Future Actions:

We will have a CIMEL instrument installed in its location in the Dry Tortugas very soon. We

wili also reduce the Aureole data and sky radiance data obtained during the October cruise during

the next quLrter.

We have initiated a critical examination of the effect of radiative trsnsi'er on "vicarious" cali-

bration exercises. In particular, we are trying to determine the accuracy with which the radiance

at the top of the atmosphere can be estimated based on measurements of sky radiance and aerosol

optical thickness at the sea surface. We are carrying out a complete sensitivity analysis of the

trmxsfer process including the effects of earth curvature, polarisation, sea surface roughness, and

calibration error in the surface,based radiometer.

e. Problems/correctlve actions: None.

L Publlcations:

H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, Columnar Aerosol Properties Over Oceans by Combining Surface _nd

Aircral't Measurements: Simulations, Applied Optics, 34, 5552-5555 (1995).

H. Yang, H.R. Gordon and T. ghsng, Island perturbation to the sky radiance over the ocean:

Simulations Applied Optics (in press)

7. Detached Coccollth Algorithm and Post Launch Studies (W.M. Belch).

a. Task Objectives:

The algorithin for retrieval of the detached coccolith concentration from the ¢occolithophorid,

E. huxleyi is described in detail in our ATBD. The key is quantification of the backscattering

coefficient of the detached coccolithe. Our eerfier studies focussed on laboratory cultures to under-

stand factors affecting the calcite-specific back_cattering coefficient. To this end, the objectives of
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our coccolith studies have been, under conditions of controlled growth of coccolithophores (using

chemostats), to define the effect of growth rate on:

(1) the rate that coccoliths detach from cells (this is also a function of

turbulence and physical shear),

(2) rates of coccollth production

(3) morphology of coccollths

(4) volume scattering and backscatter of coccollths

During early 1995, our work focussed on making many of the measurements to address these four

objectives. Many of the data will be analysed in 1996.

In the latter hall of 1995, our work focused on shipboard measurements of suspended calcite

and estimates of c,ptical backscatter as validation of the laboratory measurements. We participated

on two month-long cruises to the Arabian sea, measuring coccolithophore abundance, production,

and optical properties. A thorough understanding of the relationship between calcite abundance

and light scatter, in situ, will provide the basis for a generic suspended calcite algorithm. As with

algorithms for cldorophyn, and primary productivity, the natural variance between growth related

parameters and optical properties needs to be understood before the accuracy of the algorithm can

be determined.

b. Work Accomplished:

During this last 6 months, we have performed mostly shiphosrd studies in the Arabian Sea.

Beginning in April, we have been preparing for these cru/ses, shipping most of the laboratory to

Muscat, Oman. In mid-July, we departed Bigelow Laboratory for Muscat, then sailed aboard the

R/V Thomas Thompson for 30 days during the SW Monsoon. We sampled standing stocks, and

calcification rates of ¢occolithophores. Samples were taken for microscopic enumeration of plated

coccolithophores as well as detached coccoliths. Standing stocks of suspended calcite were also

sampled on precombusted filters for lat_ analysis using graphite furnace atomic absorption. These
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samples still must be run. Finally, calcification rates were measured using a new micrc_dlffusion

C 14 technique. Such measurements provide perhaps the best estimate of how rapidly coccoliths are

produced in the sea. This cruise returned to Muscat at the end of August.

On 20 October, we returned to Muscat for the second cruise (intermousoon) which lasted until

the end of November. We performed all of the measurements made during the first cruise, plus

the weather conditions allowed us to use our new underway light scatter detection system. This

device sampled the non-toxic seawater line of the ship for temperature, salinity, pH, chlorophyll

fluorescence, and volume scattering (before and after the addition of a weak acid to dissolve the

calcite). All data are averaged and logged every kilometer of the 3500 km trip.

The cruise also involved towing an Undulating Oceanographic Recorder (UOR) which provided

the vertical resolution to our surface underway studies. The UOR is towed with about 500 m of

cable, and undulates over the top 100 m, providing a complete CTD profile with associated optics

(up-looking and clown-looking irradiance detectors at the SEAWiFS wavelengths) every 1.5 ]an of

the 3500 krn trip.

c. Data/Analysls/Interpretatlon:

Given the considerable time at sea, no major data analysis has been performed yet.

d. Anticipated Future Actions: Most of the data analysis will take place in the next year. The

current state of the data is as follows:

(1) Suspended calcite samples still need to be run in the graphite fur-

nace. We are currently learning operation of the instrument.

(2) Some 600 cell and coccolith counts need to be performed.

(3) All calcification data have been processed to units of 8C m -s d -z

and integrated over the water column at each station. They qtill

need to be processed into complete sections.
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(4) Turnover of the calcite particles needs to be calculated.

(5) The underway data is now processed for temperature, salinity, pH,

fluorescence and bschse&tter (with and without calcite) averaged

over each kilometer of the trip. The data currently are in files repre-

senting each leg of the 26 leg trip. Following final calibration checks,

the data will be assembled into one file.

(6) Of major interest in this data set will be the relationship between

calcite-dependent backsc&tter (b_) and the concentration of suspended

calcite or concentration of detached coccoliths. This will be of major

relevance to our MODIS algorithm efforts. Besides actually check-

ing our algorithm, the net result will be an ides of the accuracy and

precision of the algorithm, exceedingly important for subsequent in-

terpretation.

e. Problems/Corrective Actions: None

f. Publieat|ons:

Our first paper to Linmology and Oceanography on coccofithophore bio-optics has been revised

and returned to the journal. The second paper of the series is being revised now.

8. Other Developments.

A study of the effect of a bright target (such as a cloud), in the field of view of the MODIS, on

the behavior of the atmospheric correction and bio-optical algorithms was carried out. Near-field

scatter data provided by MCST was combined with simulations of the top-of-atmosphere clear-

sky radiance over the ocean to effect the study for the protofl/ght instrument. The results were

forwarded to Wayne Esa/as for transmittal to the Team Leader.

9. Publlcatlonl and lubmlmllone for CY 95.
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The following publications in CY 95 received support from the present contract.

K.. Din_" and H.R. Gordon, Analysis of the influence of Oz "A" band
absorptlon on atmospheric correction of ocean color imagery, Applied
Optics, 34, 2068-2080 (1995).

H.R. Gordon and T. Zhsng, Columnar Aerosol Properties Over Oceans
by Combining Surface and _rcrsf_ Measurements: Simulations. Appl/ed
Optics, 34, 5552-5555 (1995).

M. Wang and H.R. Gordon, Estimation of aerosol colunmar sise distribu-
tion and"optical thickness from the angular distribution of radiance ex-
iting the atmosphere: simulations, Applied Optics, 34 6989-7001 (1995).

H. Ya_g, H.R. Gordon and T. Zhang, Island perturbation to the sky
radiance over the ocean: Simu/ations, Applied Optics (In Press).

H.R. Gordon, Remote sensing of ocean color: a methodology for dealing
with broad spectra/bands and significant out-of-band response, Appli¢_
Optics (In Press).

EH.R. Gordon, Atmospheric Correction of Ocean Color Imagery
arth Observing System Era, Jowrnal of Geophysical Resea_cli,

spheres (Submitted).

in the
"Atmo-

W.M. Balch and K.A: Kilpatrick, The 1991 Coccolithophore BLoom in
the Central North Atlantic I. Optical Properties and Factors Affecting
Their Distribution, Limnology and Oce_,nogmph]t, (Submitted).

W.M. Balch, K.A. Kilpatrick, P. Ho_gan t and_ D. Harbour, The 1991
Coccolithophore Bloom in the Central Nort:, Atlantic 1I. Relating Optics
to Coccolith Concentration, Their Distribution, Limnolo_ and Oceanog-
raphy, (Submitted).
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Abstra_

Using simulations, we determine the influence of stratospheric aerosol And thin cirrus clouds

on the performance of the proposed atmospheric correction algorithm for the MODerate resolution

Spectrorsdiometer (MODIS) data over the oceans. Further, we investigate the possibility

of using the radiance exiting the top of the atmosphere in the 1.38 pm water vapor absorption band

to remove their effects prior to application of the algorithm. The computations suggest that for

moderate optical thicknesses in the stratosphere, i.e., r, <_ 0.15, the stratospheric aerosol/c/rrus

cloud contamination does not seriously degrade the MODIS except for the combination of large

(,_ 60 °) solar zenith angle_ and large (._ 45 °) viewing angles, for which multiple scattering effects can

be expected to be particularly severe. The performance of a hierarchy of stratospheric aerosol/cirrus

cloud removal procedures for employing the 1.38 pm water vapor absorption band to correct for

stratospheric aerosol/cirrus clouds, ranging from simply subtracting the reflectance at 1.38 pan

from that in the visible bands, to assuming that their optical properties are known and carrying out

multiple scattering computations of their effect using the 1.38 p_n reflectance-derived concentration,

are studied for stratospheric aerosol optical thicknesses at 865 nm as large as 0.15 and cirrus cloud

optical thicknesses at 865 nm as large as 1.0. Typically, those procedures requiring the most

knowledge concerning the aerosol optical properties (and also the most complex) performed the

best; however, for r, < 0.15 their performance is usually not significantly better than applying

the simplest correction procedure. For cirrus clouds at large r,, correction is still possible, but

it is necessary to know the cirrus cloud scattering phase function and to apply the most complex

procedure.



1. Introduction

The radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere system carries information on the concentration

of marine phytoplankton -- the first link in the marine food chain -- through the variations

they produce in the color of the water, t The flight of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) 2,3

was a the proof-of-concept mission to demonstrate the feasibility of quantitatively estimating the

concentration of -chlorophyll a, a photosynthetic pigment contained in phytoplankton and used as a

surrogate for their concentration. Based on the success of the CZC$ a number of instruments for

ocean color measurements will be launched in the 1990's, e.g., the sea-viewing wide field-of-view

sensor (SeaWiFS) 4 and the Moderate resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS). s

The contribution from beneat- the sea surface to the radiance exiting the ocean-atmosphere

system in the visible is very small, i.e., at most 10-20% of the total in the blue and less at longer

wavelengths. The remainder of the radiance is due to scattering from the atmosphere and reflection

from the sea surface. Thus, it is of the utmost importance to remove these interfering effects in order

to isolate the water-leaving radiance that carries the information regarding phytoplankton. This

process is termed atmospheric correction. The CZCS atmospheric correction algorithm, s which was

based on the single scattering approximatlon, was not sufficiently accurate to be appUed to SeaWiFS

and MODIS because they have far better rsdiometric sensitivity. Gordon and Wang _ developed a

multiple scattering correction algorithm suitable for use with these sensors. The algorit,han assumes

that all of the aero "_.:_lin the atmosphere is in the marine boundary layer and uses aerosol models to

deal with the multiple scattering. The requirement for _ _,rosol models stems from the fact that the

magnitude of the multiple-scattering effects is model dependent. In some situations, e.g., following

volcanic eruptions or when there are thin cirrus clouds present, there can be significant quantities

of aerosol in the stratosphere. Although Gordon and CastsJio s showed that the presence of the

El Chich6n aerosol _ had little effect on CZCS atmospheric correction, at the higher correction

accuracy required for SeaWiFS and MODIS the Gordon and Wang 7 algorithm may be degraded

by the presence of stratospheric aerosol. In the case of SeaWiFS, "_iuence of the stratospheric

aerosol on the absorption by the O2 A-band at 762 um introduces an additional complication. This

has been discussed in detail by Ding and Gordon I° and, as there is no d_-ect ,ay of as3essing the

presence of stratospheric aerosol with SeaWiFS, we shall not discuss that sensor further here. In

contrast, MODIS, which avoids the Oz A-band, is equipped with a spectral band at 1.38 l_n that

can be used to assess the contamination by stratospheric aerosol. This spectral band is centered
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on a strong water vapor absorption band and photons penetrating through the stratosphere will

usually be absorbed by water vapor in the free troposphere. 11 Thus, any radiance measured at 1.38

pm can, in the _rst approximation, be assumed to be scattered by the stratospheric aerosol alone.

This provides a mechanism for estimating the stratospheric contribution. In this paper we assess

the degradation in atmospheric correction of MODIS resulting from the presence of s_atcGpheric

aerosols. We assume that the radiance measured at 1.38 Fm is totally due to the stratosphere

and examine several possibilities for using this information in the proposed atmospheric correction

algorithm 7 to correct ocean color imagery.

2. The proposed SeaWIFS-MOOIS atrnospherlc correcUon algorithm

In the absence of stratospheric aerosol, ;he total reflectance of the ocean-atmosphere system,

pt(A), measured at a wavelength _, can be decomposed as follows:

pt( ) = + + + t(0.,

where pr(_) is the raxl/an_e resulting from multiple scattering by air molecules (P_yleigh scattering)

in the absence of ae _so]s, p.(_) is the radiance resulting from multiple scattering by aerosols in the

absence of the sir, and p_s(A) is the interaction term between molecular and aerosol scattering. 12 In

this equation, t is the diffuse trAnsmittAnce of the atmosphere along the viewing direction specified

by 0v, the angle between the normal to the sea surface aud the sensor. 13 Radiance arisin_ from

specular reflection of direct sunlight from the sea surface (sun glitter) has been ignored. This means

that the correction cannot be valid near the glitter pattern. The influence of whitecaps has also

been ignored under the assumption that their contribution can be removed, prior to application of

the correction algorithm, using an estimate of the surface wind speed. 14

The goal of the atmospheric correction is the retrieval of Pw from Pc. This is e_ected by

measuring pc in the near infrared (NIR) near 765 and 865 nm for SeaWiFS and 750 and 865

nm for MODIS. In this spectral region, the p,, can be taken to be zero because of the strong

absorption by the water itself, p, can be computed given an estimate of the atmospheric pressure,

so p, + p,. can be determined directly in the NIR. Prom s set of candidate aerosol models, the

spectral variation of po + p,, in the NIR is used to select an a pair of aerosol models for accounting

for multiple scatterin s and for determining the spectral dependence ofp,+p,, for extrapolation into

the visible, thus providinl_ p,, there. 7 In the absence of strstoepheric aerosol, simulations suMest



that this algorithm will meet the goal of retrieval of p, at 443 nm with an error _ 0.001-0.002,

i.e., an error of < 5% in p,, in the blue in very clear ocean water.

Incorporation of multiple scattering is e_ected through the use of lookup tables based on a

large number (._33,000) radiative transfer simulations using various aerosol models ts thought to be

representative of aerosols occurring over the oceans. In the simulations it was assumed that sll of

the aerosol is resident in the ma.,_e boundary '_ayer, i.e., the simulations are carried out using an

accurate (error _ 0.1%) two-layer radiative transfer code with aerosols occupying the lower layer

and molecular (]_yleigh) scattering occupying the upper layer. This vertics] structure is similar

to that normally found over the oceans, i.e., most of the serosol is in the m_e boundary layer, xs

3. Simulation of the affects of stratospheric aerosol

In situations where there is significant stratospheric aerosol present, the aerosol vertical profile

described in Section 2 is very unrealistic, k more realistic profile would be a three-layer atmosphere

with aerosol in both the lower and upper layers and molecular scattering in the centr,_l layer. This

is the profile that we adopt for simulating Pt in the presence of stratospheric aerosol.

We examine three different stratospheric aerosol models. The first is the background strato-

spheric aerosol 17 consisting of a 75% solution of HsSO4 with a size distribution given by

dn

d--6= e (-9 o),

where dn is the number of particles per unit volume with diameters (D) in/Jm between D and D +

dD. The second is the El Chichon aerosol, g also a 75% solution of H=S04, with a size distribution:

dn

d--D"= 1.79386 x 10s D l='ss exp(-19.65 D).

The t_rd represents s4_ed volcanic ash. It consists of an absorbing miners] distributed in size

according to
dn
d--D = 1365.33 Dexp(-tl.3137vr6)

with s wavelength-independent index of refraction m = 1.50 - 0.008i. For the back_ound and the

El Chichon aerosol, the index of refraction is taken from Palmer and Wi]Iisml. ts The final aerosol

model is th&t for thin cirrus cloudJ taken from Taksno and Liou. tl In this case we assume th&t

the scatterini| properties of the thin cirrus ire independent of wavelength. The scattering phase
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functions for these four models are presented in Figures la through ld, and the spectral variation

in their extinction (or stratospheric optical thickness, I-,) is presented in Figure 2. The first three

were calculated from the size distributions and the refractive indices using Mie theory. The fourth

was _aken from the tabulated values of l_ef. 19. Note the signLficant =pectral variation of the shape

of some of the aerosol phase functions. In particular, for the background stratospheric aerosol, the

phase function at 1380 nm is very uncharacteristic of the phase function in the visible and near

infrared.

As suggested above, we simulated the reflectance in the presence of stratospheric aerosol using

a three-layer radiative transfer code. The lower layer contained the Shettle and Fenn Is Maritime

aerosol at 80% relative humidity. This was used as the boundary layer aerosol because, in the ab-

sence of stratospheric aerosol, the performance of the atmospheric correction algorithm is excellent

(error in Pw found by Gordon and Wang 7 was less than about 0.0005 for this aerosol) and, thus,

provides an ideal choice for examination of the interfering effects of the stratospheric aerosol The

upper layer contains the stratospheric aerosol and the middle layer erhlbits only mol_cul_ scat-

tering. A Fresnel-reflecting flat sea surface constitutes the lower boundary. There is no radiance

exiting the ocean, i.e., all photons penetrating the surface are absorbed. In the case of MODIS, to

simulate the reflectance at 1380 nm a one-layer model with a totally absorbing lower boundary {no

Fresnel reflection) was employed. The rational for this is the assumption that all radiation pene-

trating through the stratosphere at this wavelength is absorbed by water vapor in the troposphere,

so no radiance is reflected to the top of the atmosphere from below the stratospheric layer. Note

that for the purpose of utilizing the 1380 nm MODIS band to correc_ for the stratospheric aerosol,

this is the ideal setting, i.e., all of the reflected radiance at 1380 n_ is due to the stratosphere,

there is no contamination from Rayleigh scattering in the free troposphere (middle layer), aerosol

scattering in the marine boundary layer (lower layer), or reflection from the sea surface.

4. Procedures for correcting for stratospheric aerosol

The stratospheric aerosol contributes to the reflectance at all wavelengths. Thus, in the pres-

ence of the stratospheric aerosol layer the total reflectance will be changed from Pt to p_'), i.e.,

= + (1)

where p_') is the reflectance of the entire ocean-atmosphere system in the presence of stratospheric

aerosol, T is a "transmittance" factor that indicates the reduction in pt due to the presence of the
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layer, and 6p_ ") is the reflectance added by the layer. As we expect the stratospheric perturbation

to be smsJl, s our -trategy fo; MODIS is to try to estimate 6p_ ") and remove it from p_')(_) for an

estimate of T(_)pt(_). T is then estimated sad the existing atmospheric correction algorithm 7 is

operated with _he resulting p¢()_) as the ocean-atmosphere reflectance. In this manner the existing

algorithm will be used in the setting for which it was developed: a two-layer atmosphere (the effects

of the third layer having been removed) with all of the aerosol in the lower layer. Thus, the goal

is to be able to remove as much of 6p_')(_) from p_')(_) as possible. It must be recognized that

the division of p_') into components as in Eq. (1) is somewhat arbitrary. It is made in the manner

shown because our goal is to use the reflectance of the stratosphere at 1380 nm to provide &direct

estimate of 6p_')(_).

Using the models outlined in Section 3, we carried out simulations of p_')(_) for several com-

binations of stratospheric and boundary-layer optical depths, ro and _, respectively. For the

Background, Aged Volcanic Ash, and E1 Chich6n aerosols, the computations were performed using

a successive-order-of-scattering radiative travJfer code. 2° In the case of the cirrus cloud model, a

Monte Carlo code was used because the presence of considerable angular structure in the scattering

phase function (Figure 1) wo'_Id have required computation of too many Fourier coefficients in

the azimutkal de_.omposition of the radiance in the successive-order-of-scattering code to provide a

reliable simulation. The computations of p_')(,_) were carried out for _ = 443,765, 865, and 1380

nm. The computed p_')(,_) was used as pseudo data representative of what would be measured at

the top of the atmosphere.

Using the p_')(_) pseudo data, we examined atmospheric correction for MODIS. We considered

six possibilities for utilizing the 1380 nm band for correction for stratospheric aerosols. As described

in Section 3, we assumed that the reflectance at 1380 nm was totally due to the stratospheric aerosol.

The six correction schemes for removal of the stratospheric aerosol component follow.

I. The "measured" reflectances at 443,765 and 865 nm was used in the Gordon and

Wang algorithm as usual, i.e., no attention was paid to the fact that a strsto-

spheric aerosol may be present {p_')()_) was assumed to be Pt(_)], and the error

in the atmospheric correction at 443 rum was determined.

2. The presence of stratospheric s_osol was incorporated into the algorithm by

simply subtracting the reflectance at 1380 nm from those at 443, ?65, and 865,



i.e., T(_)p,(_) = p_')(_)- p_')(I_80).The,_u-- ofp,(_) werethen_,_ted ;-to

the correction algorithm and the error in the correction at 443 nm was determined.

3. It was assumed that the spectral variation of the optical thickness of the strato-

spheric aerosol is known, e.g., from measurements from the surface. The re-

flectance at 1380 nm (due entirely to the stratospheric aerosol) was scaled by the

ratio of the stratospheric optical depth at the given _, _-,(_), to that at (or in the

c& of surface measurements, near) 1380 nm, and subtracted from the measured

reflectances at the other wavelengths, i.e.,

T(_)p,(_)= p_')(_) "(_) -(')-,,._

The values of pt()_) were then inserted into the correction algorithm and the error

in the correction at 443 nm determined.

, It w_s assumed that accurate meas ,_rements or predictions of the other optical

properties of the stratospheric aerosol, the spectral scattering phase fi_ction and

single scattering albedo, along with the spectral variation of the optical depth are

available for the stratospheric aerosol, e.g., from inversions of _,(_) measurements

made at the surface to obtain the size distribution from which the other optical

properties are computed, s Only the stratospheric aerosol concentration was as-

sumed to be unknown. It is est/mated based on the measurement of p_')(1380).

The reflectance at 1380 nm was then scaled, by the ratio of the singie-scattered

stratospheric aerosol reflectances at )_ to that at 1380 nm, and subtracted from

the reflectances in the visible and HIR, i.e.,

T(.X)p,(,X) = p_')(,X) - _,.(,X)'r.(,X)p.(O,,,,h_,;eo,_bo;,X) ..,(.)t1380 _
w. (1__, _, _T _.380)t', , ,,

where

p.(o.,¢,.;eo,¢,,,;.x)= e,(o_,_)+ (,.(o.)+ ,.(eo))t,,(o+,_),

cose_ = + cose0 cose, - sine0 sine, cos(_, - _),

and 1.(r,) is the F_esnel reflectance of the interface/'or an incident angle a. The

parameters T,(_), w,(_), and P,(a, )_) _re, respectively, the stratospheric aerosol

optical thickness, single scatterins sJbedo, and scattering phase function for a

8
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scattering angle a. The a_0es 0o and _0 are, respectively, the senith and azimuth

angles of a vector from the point on the sea surface under examination (pixel) to

the sun, and likewise_ 0, and _ are the zen/th and azimuth angles of a vector from

the pixel to the sensor. These are measured with respect to the upward normal

so 0_ and 00 are both less than 90 °. At 1380 nm, r(a) was set tc zero since

the radiation at this wavel-.ngth cannot interact with the surface. The resulting

values of Pt(A) were then inserted into the correction algorithm and the error at

443 nm was determined. This procedure is based on the assumption that the

stratospheric aerosol enhanc_nent of Pt is all due to single scattering.

, As in (4) it was assumed *.hat all of the optical properties of the aerosol are

known except the concentration. A one-layer multiple scattering code (with a

totally absorbing lower surface to represent the troposphere) was used to deter-

mine _',(1380) from p_')(1380). This determines all of the optical properties of

the stratospheric aerosol. These properties were inserted into a one-layer multiple

scattering code (with a Fresnel-refl¢cting sea surface as the lower boundary) to

compute 8p_ ")' x), which was subtracted from the measured reliectances p_')(_)

to provide T(_)pt(_). The resulting values of Pt(_) were th_n inserted into the

correction algorithm and the error at 443 nm wa_ determined. This procedure is

similar to that in procedure 4; however, the single-scattering appromtion was

replaced by a full multiple-scattering computation. It is based on the assumption

that there is no radiative interaclWn between the stratospheric aerosol layer and

the other two layers in the visible.

. Except for the step in which 6p_')(_) is removed from pt(,X), this is identical to

procedure 5. Once all of the optical properties of the stratospheric aerosol are

known, they were inserted into a two-_ayer multiple scattering code (as opposed to

a one-layer code in procedure 5 above) with a Presnel-reflecting sea surface as the

lower boundary. The top layer consisted of the stratospheric aerosol e.,'ld the lower

layer had only RayleiKh scattering. This incorporated the Rayleigh-stratospheric

aerosol interaction explicitly (albeit appromtely because of the &bsence of

the tropospheric aerosol), leaving only the Rsyleish-tropospheric aerosol and

stratospheric-tropospheric aerosol interactions not addressed. After subtractin E
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the result of this computation from p_')(A), the result was inserted into the stan-

dLrd correction _Igorithm in which allowance was made for the fact that pp(A) has

already been removed along with the stratospheric component. This approach is

possible because the optical properties of the Rayleigh scattering layer as well as

the stratospheric aerosol layer are completely known.

These approaches clearly require increasing amounts of knowledge concerning the optical prop-

erties of the stratospheric aerosol and increasing computational complexity. Although knowledge of

the stratospheric aerosol optical properties may be good in certain instances, e.g., the El Chichon

aerosol, s m general such will not be available.

5. Results

The procedures listed in Section 4 were all designed to ut_ze p_') at 1380 nm to remove the

stratospheric contribution to Pt. With the exception of the first, they all require an estimate of

the transmittance factor T. Unfortunately, there is no way to use Eq. (1) to determine empirically

the appropriate T in a multiple scattering regime, as the contributions Tpt and 6p_ ") cannot be

separated. The stratosphere influences pC in two ways. First, the incident sola- beam is attenuated

by the stratospheric layer and in the process is also rendered somewhat diffuse. Thus, Pt will be

changed by the change in both the angular distribution and the magnitude of the solar irrsdiance.

Second, the resulting upward radiance at the base of the stratosphere will be further attenuated

upon traversing the layer and exiting the atmosphere. T is then expected to be a two-way trsns-

mittance, i.e., it will depend on both e and 80. Initially, we assumed T = I, which would be

appropriate in the single scattering regime.

As described earlier, we simulated p_') using a three-layer model of the atmosphere. The upper

layer used the four stratospheric aerosol models with stratospheric optical thickness % = 0.05 and

0.15 at 865 nm. A Maritime aerosol (relative humidity 80%) with marine boundary-layer optical

thickness _ = 0.15 and 0.30 was placed in the lowest layer. There was no aerosol (only Rayleish

scattering) in the middle layer. Seven geometries were simulated: near-nadir viewing (8, _ 0) and

viewing near the scan edge (8, _ 45°), both for solar zenith angles of 0, 20 °, 40 °, and 80 °. 80 = 0

and e, _. 0 was not examined as it would be at the center of the sun's glitter pattern.
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Examin&tionof resultsthe individual casesrevealedthe followingfor most of the correction

procedures: (1) for a given stratospheric serosol model, the largest values of &k[tp_,(443)], the

resulting error in tp, at 443 nm, occur at the scan edge with 00 - 60 ° where one would expect

the largest effect of multiple scattering; (2) for a given 00, the error for viewing st the scan center

is usually less than the error at the scan edge; (3) the correction errors are usually nqative (too

much radiance has been assigned to the atmosphere) with the Aged Volcs_c Ash se_osol more

negative than the others, presumably due to its moderate absorption; and (4) the general patterns

of the correction error as a function of 0o at the scan center and edge for a given model remain the

same as _. and _-, are varied, but patterns for different stratospheric models are not simii_,: As

might be expected, the most complex method of dealing with the stratospheric aerosol (procedure

6 in Section 3) usually yielded the best overall correction, however, as long as _, __ 0.05, most of

the procedures produced acceptable results (except at the scan edge ). To try to understand how

the &Igorithm would work with larger optical thicknesses, we also simulated p_') for stratospheric

optical thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 for cirrus clouds. In this case the error became excessive with

none of the procedures producing satisfactory results.

In nearly all cases with _', > 0.05 the error at the scan edge for 00 = 60 ° was far outside

the acceptable limit (±0.002) and was negative. As it is easy to show that an overestimate of T

(T too large) will likely lead to a negative error in the water-leaving reflectance, we decided to

attempt to model T. In the first model we. assumed that most of the radiance being _csttered

by the stratospheric layer is scattered through small an_Jes (Figure 1 shows that this is certainly

true for cirrus clouds). This being the case, the contribution of the downward path through the

stratosphere to T is just the _vadiance (or flux) transmittance, which is identical to the diffuse

transmittance t(00). We then argued that the upward radianc_ distribution can be approximated

as diffuse (albeit poorly), hence its traverse through the stratosphere is also described by the diffuse

transmittance. Thus, T(00, 0u) _ t(00)t(0v). This assumption for T led to large positive errors in

the water-leaving reflectance, and therefore, T was too small. However, the pattern of the error did

slq_est that a better result would be obtained with T(0o, 0,) _ t(00). This in fact works quite well,

and the results using this approximation for T are provided in Figures 3-7 for all of the simulations

in the study. In these figures we present histograms of the error as s function of the stratospheric

aerosol removal procedure (procedures I--6). Alons the horisontal axes "No C." refers to procedure

1, "Cons." to procedure 2, "_," to procedure 3, "Sins. A_oritlun" to procedure 4, "3L-K-S"

to procedure 5, and "3L-(R+S)" to procedure 6. The taller b_rs in these figures represent the



m,Tim, m valus of IH[zp.( )]I for )_ = 443 nm for the seven combinations of an_es. Typically, this

occurs at the scan edge with 80 = 60 °. The shorter b_rs in the histogram represent the averMe of

[H[tp,,(_)][ for A = 443 nm over the r_malning six combinations of angles. The horizontal dashed

line is the upper limit of the acceptable error, i.e., 0.002.

These results show that, even at small values of T,, stratospheric aerosols can degrade the

performance of the atmospheric correction algorithm, particularly in geometries where multiple

scatterin4_ is expected to be large. However, in such cases s very simple correction (procedure 2)

can often significantly improve the results. For large I-,, procedure 6 provides the best results,

but unfortunately it requires complete understanding of the optical properties of the aerosol and is

comput ationally intense.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks.

In this paper we have investigated the effect and removal of the presence of stratospheric

aerosol on the atmospheric correction of ocean color sensors in the simplest possible situation: (1)

all of the tropospheric aerosol is in the marine boundary layer; (2) all of the radiance exiting the

top of the atmosphere at L380 nm is due to scattering from the stratospheric aerosol alone; (3)

there is no water vapor above the stratospheric aerosol, and (4) there is no horizontal variability

in the stratospheric aerosol optical thickness. Thus, our model is an idealization, as in reality,

some radiance at 1380 nm can originate from below the stratospheric aerosol either from molecular

scattering in the free troposphere or possibly even from the marine boundary layer under conditions

of very low relative humidity, zl Also, there may be water vapor above thin cirrus clouds in which

case their reflectance would be underestimated at 1380 nm, and cirrus typically display considerable

horizontal structure.

The goal of the study was two-fold: (1) estimation the severity of the de_sdation of atmo-

spheric correction using the Gordon and Wang t4 algorithm; and (2) examination of several methods

of removal of the stratospheric component using the 1380 nm spectra] band prior to application

of the Gordon and Wang algorithm. This latter goal is of particular interest because, if it were

possible to remove the stratospheric component, lltt]e or no modification of the present atmospheric

correction alsorithm would be required to accommodate correction for the stratospheric sero_l.

To e_ect the study, six procedures were examined for sddressin s the efl'ect of the stratospheric
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aerosolrangingfrom simply ignoring its presence (procedure 1) to requiring full knowledge of its

spectral optical properties (procedures 4-6).

As might be expected, the stratospheric aerosol correction procedure requiring full knowledge

of the spectral optical properties, except the concentration which would be determined by the

reflectance at 1380 nm, and employing multiple and interactive scattering between stratospheric

aerosol and tropospheric molecular scattering in the visible (procedure 6) usually yielded the best

overall correction at large values of I-, when combined with the Gordon and Wang algorithm.

However, at small values of _', this was often not significantly better than the simplest procedure

(2), and sometimes worse. The fact that procedure 1, simply ignoring the stratospheric aerosol,

provides a ressonable correction for small r, agrees with the conclusion of Gordon and Casta_o s

that the presence of the El Chich6n aerosol had little effect on CZCS atmospheric correction, takin 8

into consideration that CZCS did not require as accurate a correction as MODIS.

With the exception of cirrus clouds, these results are based on simulations assuming _-, at 865

to be either 0.05 or 0.15 for all of the stratospheric aerosol models. Is this a realistic range? For

background conditions in the stratosphere the optical thickness at 1000 nm from tb.e Stratospheric

Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) solar occultation data is typically _< 0.01, while following

a major volcanic eruption and dispersal of the aerosol, e.g., El Chich6n or Pinatubo, I-, .._ 0.10

at -.. 1000 nm (L. Thomason, NASA/LaRC, personal communication). Thus, in the case of tile

Background aerosol model (Figure 5) _', at 865 nm is too high by at least a factor of 5, and one

would expect the error shown in Figures 5a and 5c to be much too large and Figures 5b and

5d to be nonapplicable. Eecause of its low _',, the error due to the Background stratospheric

aerosol should be negligible even without correction (procedure I). In contrast, the values of _,

used for the El Chich6n and Aged Volcanic Ash models are in the appropriate range and the

results should be repres_._tative of the performance of the algorithm in the presence of aerosoh

with these properties. Also, it should be noted that optical thickness (_) in the marine boundary

layer at 865 nm rarely exceeds 0.2 i_ the absence of aerosol transported from deserts and/or

anthropogeni<, aerobol sources. '2 Therefore, of the situations presented here, the most likely are

those w_'h _'.(865) = 0.15, i.e., panels a and b in Figures 3-7. With these observations in mind,

we conclude that typically the error in atmospheric correction due to volcanicMly-produced suJfste

stratospheric aerosol should be <_ 0.002 even with the simplest correction (short _'"-" Figure 3),

except near the scan edge st large solar zenith sngles (Ion s bars Figure 3), where the multiple
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scattering is expected to be greatest. For the Aged Volcanic Ash aerosol, the error is larger, and _',

would have to be somewhat smaller for procedure 2 to provide an adequate correction (Figure 4),

i.e., one would have to wait for some of the ash to be removed from the atmosphere or apply the

more complex procedure 6.

In the case of cirrus clouds, procedure 2 works well as long as the optics/thickness is small

< 0.15. However, when T, is large _> 0.5 procedure 2 is only slightly better than ignoring their

presence completely. In order to improve the correction at large optics/thicknesses, it is necessary

to employ the most complex procedure (6). Using procedure 6, it is possible to make excellent

atmospheric correction even when the thin cirrus clouds have _', as large as 1. This is rather

remarkable as the perturbation caused by the presence of the cirrus cloud is no longer small. In

the absence of the cirrus cloud, for _ = 0.15, Pt(_) -_- 0.18, 0.036, and 0.028 at 443, 765, and 865

nm, respectively, while p_')(1380) _ 0.0078, 0.024, 0.085, and 0.17 for _r, = 0.05, 0.15, 0.5, and 1.0,

respectively. Thus, even at _', = 0.15, the cirrus contribution alone is comparable with the value of

the tots/reflectance at 865 nm in the absence of the cirrus cloud. Unfortunately, in order to use

procedure 6, the phase function of the cirrus must be provided. Clearly, an important topic for

future research is to investigate the accuracy with which the phase function must be known.

The most unsatisfying aspect of this study is the fact that the appropriate trazlsmlttance 7'

had to be determined by tria/-and-error. The sumewhat awkward formulation of the problem was

forced by our desire to utilize the 1380 nm band on MODIS, and by using the single-scattering

approximation to guide the development of the correction. In the multiple-scattering regime there is

no way of even estimating T because its effect cannot be separated from that of 6p_')(_); however,

based on the manner in which p_')(1380)is used to estimate 6p_')(_), it should be possible to

make an empirical determination of T for each case examined. The approximation of T with t(8o)

that was used here works reasonably well, and is valuable because, given an estimate of the phase

function, it can be easily computed as a function of I-,, or as a function of p_')(1380). Also, it

should be a weak function of the aerosol phase function. Even for procedure 2, the inclusion of T

is important at the lowest values of _', examined in this study, therefore, a model of the aerosol is

actually required to apply even the simplest procedure for removing the stratospheric aerosol.

BMed on the computations presented here, we recommend that procedure 2 be used for routine

(small _',) correction of MODIS imssery for the effects of stratospheric aerosol. We also recommend

that more work be carried out to better understand the trsnsmlttance factor T, and to determine

14



the accuracy with which the stratospheric aerosol must be modeled. For cirrus clouds, procedure

2 is fine for low _.; however, when I-. becomes large, only a correction based on procedure 6 yields

acceptable results.
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Figure 1. Phase functions for the various stratospheric aerosol models used in the study: (a)

Background; (b) Aged Volcanic Ash; (c) El Chichon; and (d) thin cirrus clouds.
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Figure 3. Histogram of the average IAtpw(443)l (short bars) and the maximum I:_tp,(443)l (tall

bars) for the El Chichon stratospheric aerosol for various combinations of"_0 and _-o: (a) _0(865) =

o.15, ,.,(8o5) = 0.05;(b) _(805) = 0.15, :,(SOS)= 0.15;(c) ,-.(8e5) = 0.30, :,(8e5) = 0.05; and (d)

'r',,(865) = 0.30, 'r°(805) : 0.15.
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Figure 4. Histogram of the average lAtp_.(443)I (short bars) and the maximum IAtp_,(443)I (tall

bars) for the Aged Volcanic Ash aerosol for various combinations of I". and I-.: (a) _.(865) = 0.15,

_',(865) = 0.05; (b) _(865) = 0.15, _',(865) = 0.15; (c) _(865) = 0.30, _',(865) = 0.05; and (d)

_(s85)= 0.30,_,(m) = o.15.
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Figure 6. Histogram of the average lAtp.(443)l (short bars) and the maximum lAtp.(443)J (t_ll

bars) for the cirrus clouds for various combinations of _. and I-.: is) I'.(865) - 0.15, I".(865) = 0.05;

(b) 71,(866) = 0.16, I".(865) = 0.15; (c) _.(866) = 0.30, I",(865) = 0.05; and (d) v-.(866) = 0.30,

• ,(865) = 0.15.
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Figure 7c. Figure 7d.

Figure 7. Histogrsm of the aversKe IAtp,(443)l (short bars) sad the msximum JAtp,(443)l (tAll

bsrs) for the cirrus clouds for various combinations of 1", sad r,: (s) _.(865) = 0.15, I",(865) = 0.50;

(b) I".(865) : 0.15, I",(865) = 1.00; (c) 11,(865) = 0.30, I",(865) = 0.50; sad (d) _,(865) = 0.30,

• .(865) = 1.00.


